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Summary
Background: This paper reports on work carried out to elicit information needs at a trans-disciplinary, nurse-managed health care clinic that serves a medically disadvantaged urban population. The trans-disciplinary model provides a “one-stop shop” for patients who can receive a wide range of services beyond traditional primary care. However, this model of health care presents knowledge sharing challenges because little is known about how data collected from the non-traditional services can be integrated into the traditional electronic medical record (EMR) and shared with other care providers. There is also little known about how health information technology (HIT) can be used to support the workflow in such a practice.

Objectives: The objective of this case study was to identify the information needs of care providers in order to inform the design of HIT to support knowledge sharing and distributed decision making.

Methods: A participatory design approach is presented as a successful technique to specify requirements for HIT applications that can support a trans-disciplinary model of care.

Results: Using this design approach, the researchers identified the information needs of care providers working at the clinic and suggested HIT improvements to integrate non-traditional information into the EMR. These modifications allow knowledge sharing among care providers and support better health decisions.

Conclusions: We have identified information needs of care providers as they are relevant to the design of health information systems. As new technology is designed and integrated into various workflows it is clear that understanding information needs is crucial to acceptance of that technology.
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1. Introduction

Adoption of electronic medical records (EMRs) in ambulatory medical practices has lagged behind that of hospitals, and diffusion to non-traditional practices has been even slower [1–3]. Often these systems are poorly automated [4–5] and introduce unanticipated workflow issues [6–7]. Few settings experience this frustration more keenly than clinics that operate using a care delivery model that differs from the “normal” physician-centered, medical model initially designed to support inpatient care in a medical center or hospital [8–9]. While these non-traditional practices often attend to the behavioral, emotional, and spiritual aspects of the patients’ health as well as to the patients’ clinical needs, knowledge sharing among the care providers can be challenging. The traditional EMR makes capturing data that do not conform to a standard clinical model difficult because the data are usually not associated with measurable values or are captured as part of the history and/or physical exam. Because the majority of the research on the impact of EMRs has been done on systems in large hospital (primarily public and academic) settings [10], there is a danger in trying to compare these large settings with smaller clinics and practices [11], each of which has distinct cultures. However, data show that a well designed EMR can contribute significantly to decreased complications [12], improving quality [13], and improving efficiency [14].

This article presents the results from a participatory design project using the i* framework. The purpose of the project was to elicit system requirements for a customized EMR that captures inputs from multiple different types of activities, integrates them, and allows them to “talk to each other” so that all the care providers can share the same patient information. The results of the project suggest that the use of appropriate HIT applications can facilitate knowledge sharing among care providers and support better health decisions.

1.1 Trans-disciplinary care

The term “trans-disciplinary care” has recently been coined to refer to providers from different specialties working jointly using a shared conceptual framework that draws together concepts, theories, and approaches from its parent discipline [15–16]. While the term is often used interchangeably with interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary, trans-disciplinary settings differ because they create new frameworks that often break down traditional barriers [17]. This holistic approach to ambulatory care lends itself well to delivery by nurse practitioners and other allied health practitioners. The healthcare team may include nurses, social workers, psychologists, dietitians, and physical therapists; the care rendered can also include pre- and post-natal care, dental services, as well as a variety of classes and activities, in addition to primary care services. Although the holistic approach to providing health care offers significant advantages to the patient, it also presents significant challenges to the use of a traditional EMR, since data about an individual patient may come from multiple care providers and often in multiple formats.

When working within the trans-disciplinary model of care, a basic re-orientation to data and information is needed. Because all care is integrated into a “one-stop shop” model, data about the patient should not have to come from multiple record systems; ideally, one record per patient should receive input from all care providers. This “unit record” should reflect the full spectrum of care that the patient receives, and all care providers should have access to it (except for data that are protected such as HIV/AIDS status, psychotherapy notes, and the like). In addition, data on an individual patient should include records of attendance at “healthy living” classes such as yoga, nutrition, and exercise that are offered at the clinic as part of their trans-disciplinary care. Another characteristic of the data and information used in the trans-disciplinary model is that all care providers should co-orient around the same record, adding and retrieving data based on their view of the patient. The ideal unit record should also enable a care coordinator to make referrals to other clinic services, and to follow up to determine if the patient has interacted with that service.

1.2 Information needs and knowledge sharing

While early studies of clinical information needs focused on physicians either working alone or in teams [18–19], more recent studies have found that nurses’ information needs differ from those of
physicians [20–21]. Nursing responsibilities in healthcare organizations run the gamut from educating patients to medication administration to executing physician orders and ensuring safety [21]. Nurses are often required to manage and balance relationships with multiple individuals usually distributed by time and space.

In the trans-disciplinary care model, nurses’ information needs are complicated by the fact that data about an individual patient are coming from multiple sources and in multiple formats. Using HIT to aggregate all of these disparate data can help to support nurse decision making [22]. In fact, the use of HIT by nursing practices has become even more important as EMR implementations have struggled [23–24]. Furthermore, previous studies have found that nurses tend to be more receptive to technological interventions than other clinicians [25–26].

Knowledge sharing among nurses about individual patients has traditionally been accomplished through face-to-face communication or through written notes on a patient’s chart. Nurses have developed methods for ensuring that critical information is communicated during transitions of care [27]. Although the trans-disciplinary model involves a complex flow of information, demonstrated by the numerous interactions and dependencies between and among workers, knowledge management practices have not generally been well integrated into such clinical organizational processes [28]. However, sharing knowledge among the healthcare team about individual patients is essential in the trans-disciplinary model if appropriate interventions are to be administered.

1.3 Participatory Design

It has been generally acknowledged that an “early-phase” requirements analysis in the system development life cycle is crucial to successful development and deployment of any software system [33–35]. Having key stakeholders play an integral role in the development of information systems is an essential component of participatory design [29] and typically requires repeated interactions between the designers and the stakeholders. This process of iterative design has been demonstrated to lead to more successful implementations in a variety of information technology settings [30]. Increasingly, participatory design is becoming more prevalent in the development of health IT system design [31–32].

In the early stages of the analysis process, the emphasis is on understanding the “whys” that underlie system requirements, rather than on the precise and detailed specification of “what” the system should do [36]. Traditional requirements engineering usually begins with a set of statements expressing stakeholders’ wishes about what the system should do [37]. Software designers and engineers then apply a set of techniques to refine these often incomplete, inconsistent, and ambiguous statements.

The i* framework [38–39] was developed for analyzing early requirements by modeling and reasoning about the socio-technical environments in an organization. The framework consists of two main modeling components: the Strategic Dependency (SD) model and the Strategic Rationale (SR) model. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model is used to describe the dependency relationships among various actors in an organizational context. The SR model is used to describe stakeholder interests and concerns, and how they might be addressed by various configurations of systems and environments. In the SD model, actors are related to each other through intentional dependencies. In the SR model, a single actor is examined in more detail in terms of achieving their goals. A typical i* analysis uses primarily graphical representations that help non-technical stakeholders to express their intentions. Instead of using technical flowcharts, the i* model uses lines and circles to show dependencies and relationships.

While system analysts and designers usually focus on information content and processes that are to be embedded in automated systems, it is becoming increasingly important to analyze and model the social context and surrounding environment of systems such as the organizational culture. Capturing the social context and surrounding environment in system design process and modeling [it] enhances the system’s ability to adapt to the needs of stakeholders. In this paper, we argue that the i* method of requirements analysis is particularly suited to the trans-disciplinary model of care since understanding information needs of the interdependent care providers is difficult to capture using traditional task analysis techniques.
2. Methods

2.1 Setting

The setting for the study was a nurse-managed, primary care clinic that coordinates patient services from a variety of health care professionals and delivers patient-centered care to a predominantly medically disadvantaged population in Philadelphia. The clinic has been cited nationally for its trans-disciplinary approach to primary care, in which a variety of services aimed at encouraging healthy lifestyles is part of every care plan. The healthcare team includes nurses, social workers, psychologists, dietitians, and physical therapists. To understand the information needs of care providers at the trans-disciplinary clinic and model their social context and surrounding environment, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of their requirements focused on the strategic relationships and essential information shared among the 26 staff members responsible for the healthy living programs and primary care. Seven staff members, representing each specialty in the clinic, participated in the design process. These included the director of the center, three nurses, two behavioral health clinicians, and the wellness coordinator. The healthy living programs were the target of this analysis process because, the data from these non-traditional services are not currently tracked in an electronic form that is accessible within the existing EMR.

The existing EMR describes the patient as a collection of numbers, including lab results and physiological measures such as blood pressure. This collection of facts and figures does not adequately describe the patient as viewed by many of the trans-disciplinary team members. Moreover, the existing EMR does not support effective information integration and knowledge sharing. For example, information from team members responsible for the healthy living programs and facilities is usually scanned into the existing EMR system as an image without data that can be digitally manipulated. The scanned documents are not easily accessible to the team members and cannot be shared among them through a single unit record.

2.2 Analysis Process

The i* star analysis was implemented at the site beginning with a series of three group sessions during which the clinic staff were given a set of simple tools to generate preliminary SD and SR diagrams. Each of the sessions lasted approximately two hours. After an explanation of the i* framework and the graphical techniques, the seven clinical staff members, who represented or were responsible for the healthy living programs, were asked to represent their tasks, the individuals with whom they interact to accomplish those tasks, and the information or data needed to accomplish the tasks. Over a series of sessions, the staff individually decomposed and articulated their goals, objectives, and tasks using basic representations such as lines and arrows captured on large sheets of paper. The sheets were then collected from the individuals and analyzed by the research team. As an example, figure 1 is what was presented back to the adult behavioral health consultant. After each team member documented the relationships, the figure was analyzed by the research team and presented back to them in a formal way. With each cycle, the research team and the stakeholders came closer to identifying commonly-held models (both SD and SR) specifying the tasks and the dependency relationships needed to accomplish an objective in the service of the overall goal – in this case, improved patient care.

The final result was a representation showing the consensus understand of the goals, objectives, and tasks.

3. Results

3.1 Summary of overall findings

Our requirements analysis verified that the existing EMR lacked the capacity to collect and report the full range of data available from the trans-disciplinary programs and to integrate them with traditional lab results and physiological measures. Furthermore, the analysis elucidated places in the cur-
rent workflow where members of the healthcare team would like to have these healthy living data available from a single, integrated source to support decisions about further treatment programs. The requirements analysis substantiated and documented the need for an enhanced EMR that captures not only the medical facts about a patient but also the behavioral, emotional, and spiritual factors that influence physical health and disease. In addition, the requirements analysis demonstrated the key points where knowledge sharing and distributed decision making could be supported through HIT improvements.

Figure 2 is an example of a SD diagram generated for the collection of behavioral health data. The diagram also describes many other dependency relationships among the patient, health education coordinator, behavioral health specialist, and nurse practitioner. These diagrams were constructed for each key staff member involved in the processes.

Figure 3 shows an example of a SR diagram of the rationale of a nurse practitioner at the health center. In this example, the goal of the nurse is to care for the patient; the goal can be met by identifying the problems, treating the diseases, and monitoring the patient. The task of monitoring patients is decomposed into three sub-goals: collecting patient data, sending automatic alerts, and obtaining patient feedback. To collect patient data, three sub-tasks have been identified: asking the patient for symptoms, screening the patient, and obtaining input from the healthy living programs. Similar SR diagrams were made for each clinical staff position.

### 3.2 Process impacts

Absent the use the i* model to identify information needs associated with behavioral health programs, the complex interactions and dependencies between and among care providers would not have been as apparent. As a result of the requirements analysis, the research team was able to develop a customized module for the existing EMR that responds to these information needs and associates them with health outcomes. The patient wellness tracker (PWT) module captures inputs from multiple different types of activities, integrates them, and allows them to “talk to each other” so that all the care providers can share the information. Only with such an integrated EMR is it possible to track the relationships between and among the various types of services offered by the trans-disciplinary care model.

### 3.3 Outcomes

Ongoing testing of the PWT module suggests that appropriate HIT applications based on participatory design using an appropriate requirements analysis tool such as the i* framework can facilitate knowledge sharing among care providers and support better health decisions. For example, data collected in the PWT can track the number of patients completing quality of life surveys and associate those values with health outcomes (e.g. weight, blood pressure). The PWT captures data from a range of sources identified as being important to the care providers. These data can then be integrated with data from the existing EMR to describe a more complete picture of the patient than was available before implementation of the PWT. This more complete picture is the result of improved knowledge sharing among the care providers.

### 3.4 Results unique to the i* process

The tasks, dependencies, and relationships represented in the SD and SR diagrams reflect knowledge of specific content (e.g. what is a HbA1c value that is out of range?) as well as activity patterns (e.g. the clinic has to receive lab results before follow-up visit), and situational realities (e.g. patients may use “borrowed” insurance cards) that affect workflow and HIT system design. However, much of this knowledge is experiential or tacit. Tacit knowledge is notoriously difficult to elicit. One value of the i* framework is its recognition of the social context and environmental surroundings in which the HIT system operates (Figure 4). The impacts of the social context is enumerated and documented on the figure. The fact that the i* model is able to elicit tacit knowledge from the stakeholders makes it possible for them to develop a better understanding of the resources available within the organization that can support better clinical decision making.
4. Discussion and implications for future research

4.1 Health IT intervention

Our preliminary work suggests that the i* framework can be a successful technique to capture the information needs of care providers who work within a trans-disciplinary care model. The SD and SR diagrams can be refined until an actual design for templates emerges through which to capture the full array of care data. Following the conclusion of participatory design process, the SD and SR diagrams were used to direct the initial planning and programming of the PWT. Specifically, these models were used to develop the UML class diagrams to describe the software models. This then directed the software development. As healthcare continues to be transformed to a more patient-centric model, there is a critical need to make progress in identifying the information needs of care providers in non-traditional settings and to understand how appropriate HIT applications can integrate trans-disciplinary information more successfully. We believe that without a requirements analysis process such as the i* model, which captures tacit as well as explicit knowledge, the resulting PWT design would have been less successful.

4.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the health IT intervention

The strength of the i* model lies in the fact that it engages the key stakeholders in the requirements analysis process and builds both understanding and consensus around the process and the information needs involved in it. However, one weakness of the approach is that it is time-consuming and requires a slight learning curve for meaningful involvement. In a clinical setting such as the trans-disciplinary health center, care provider time is at a premium, and the investment in the requirements analysis can meet with resistance. However, for those care providers who made the investment in the process, the reward was increased clarity about information needs to support clinical decisions.

4.3 Significance and generalizability of the intervention

The i* model is an appropriate technique that can be used to identify system requirement in a wide range of settings. The specific significance of this study lies in its application of the i* model to a trans-disciplinary setting. The information needs of care providers in this type of setting are complex because of the multiple sources from which data are drawn and the multiple formats in which the data are presented. Creating a system that shares these disparate data effectively across the various disciplines is very challenging. Use of a participatory technique such as the i* model provides a structured approach for identifying these information needs. Although time consuming, the investment in the analysis process can yield significant results.

For a process such as the i* model to be effective, support must come for the top administrators of the organization. Most change literature points to the involvement and support of leadership as being essential to encouraging full participation of staff members. In addition, the participatory design technique has demonstrated success in encouraging users to participate and building support for systems as users are involved in the design. In this study, participation of the director of the center sent a strong message to others on the staff about the value of devoting time to the process. Without leadership support, knowledge management efforts often fail due to inadequate commitment to the process, both during the development and the implementation phases.

4.3.1 Future work

The research team is evaluating the potential of new graphic interfaces for the PWT data that will make integrating traditional clinical measures with behavioral measures more transparent to the care givers and ultimately to the patients. By sharing a fuller range of lab results and physiological measures among the various care providers, the new interface will allow for more distributed decisions about further treatment programs.
4.3.2 Extension to other workflows or situations

The i* model can be implemented as part of the requirements gathering process in a number of settings, in particular those where a complex workflow can be supported by HIT. For example, there is an increased interest in supporting the handoffs or transitions in care process with HIT. Handoffs between clinicians usually involve balancing competing goals and depend on the changing state of patients and care providers. Developing any HIT for this environment would be complicated by the fact that the process of handoffs can occur across several locations, timeframes, and individuals. The i* model captures dependencies and stakeholder interests so it would identify the competing goals and conflicts underlying the handoff process. Identifying the information needs of care providers will be crucial if the HIT is to support knowledge sharing and decision making among clinicians.

5. Conclusion

We have identified information needs of care providers as they are relevant to the design of health information systems. As new technology is designed and integrated into various workflows it is clear that understanding information needs is crucial to acceptance of that technology. Participatory design techniques and other requirement gathering have been demonstrated to be useful in understanding the needs of clinicians. In particular, the i* framework is proposed as a specific technique that is useful to capture underlying dependencies in the workflow of clinicians that must be supported by the technology. Presenting these findings to developers and clinicians who are responsible for selecting information tools to support clinical documentation is key in the development and procurement process.

Clinical Relevance Statement
The information needs of care givers documented in this report should be taken into consideration during the design process. Participatory design techniques take into account the various needs of key stakeholders. An awareness of these needs and methods to capture them provide support and direction to software designers and the clinicians that are making purchasing decisions.
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Fig. 1 Example diagram for the behavioral health staff member
Fig. 2 A Strategic Dependency (SD) diagram.
Fig. 3 A Strategic Rationale (SR) diagram.
Fig. 4 Representation of social context and environment.
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